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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.PRIVATE OFFERINGS named Best Business Fiction of
2015 - Wealth Management Magazine ANN BRIDGES integrates her vast Silicon Valley executive
experience into the popular new genre of Business Fiction. Her intimate knowledge of boardroom
decisions at emerging technology companies brings authenticity to her intelligent, sexy dramas,
with a fast-paced style and relatable characters. Silicon Valley entrepreneur Eric Coleman hires
struggling public relations consultant Lynn Baker to accomplish his chance of a lifetime. Dreaming
of a successful Wall Street IPO, he is unaware they are jumping into a morass of behind-the-scenes
deal making threatening both their companies. When a software bug delays their carefully crafted
plans, they confront insiders power plays from Manhattan to Beijing, and uncover turmoil and
greed of unimagined proportions. Ultimately, Eric s past commitments run headlong into Lynn s
secrets, and thrust them between competing Chinese and American interests to control his
innovative technology-and the global supremacy it brings.
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ReviewsReviews

The very best publication i possibly read. it was writtern very perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Wilhelm  Pr edovic-- Wilhelm  Pr edovic

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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